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Rotational Stiffness of Rectangular Hollow Sections
Composite Joints

L. A. P. Silva1; L. F. N. Neves2; and F. C. T. Gomes3

Abstract: Joints in steel rectangular hollow sections filled with concrete present the added difficulty of involving the deformabil
the connected faces in bending. This implies that, unless a good estimate of the moment-rotation curve can be obtained, com
expensive detailing is required to ensure a fairly rigid response of the joint. A first step to achieve the objective of predicting the b
of such a joint corresponds to an assessment of the initial stiffness of the joint. Starting with a brief review of the current state-of
in the behavior of joints in hollow sections, this paper presents and discusses an analytical model based on an equivalent str
loaded face. A simple solution based on this model that has been calibrated with numerical simulations is also derived. Th
parameters considered are the thickness of the loaded face and the dimensions of the loading area. Comparisons with some
numerical and experimental results are quite encouraging.
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CE Database subject headings: Steel structures; Joints; Composite materials; Hollow sections; Stiffness.
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Introduction
Composite structures combine the advantages of steel and
crete. In particular, composite columns have high ductility w
stiffness and strength enhanced by the presence of concrete.
are two types of composite columns: steel sections encase
concrete and concrete-filled steel hollow sections~circular and
rectangular!. Comparing the latter system with steel hollow se
tions alone, it presents the added advantage of enhancing
resistance and strength, while comparing to a standard reinfo
concrete column it improves resistance and ductility throu
minimization of steel rebars and continuous confinement of c
crete and also productivity through elimination of the formwo

Using concrete-filled hollow sections in composite colum
requires proper knowledge of the behavior of the joint betwe
I-beams and rectangular hollow sections~RHS!, being one of the
common solutions employed in composite construction, as sh
in Fig. 1.

Recent research developments in steel and composite j
~Weynand et al. 1995! over the traditional approach of pinned o
fully rigid response allow the prediction of the real momen
rotation (M2f) behavior of joints. The ‘‘component method,
currently widely accepted by the scientific community a
adopted by some code regulations~Eurocode 3 1992!, consists of
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a simplified mechanical model composed of extensional sprin
and rigid links, whereby the connection is simulated by an appr
priate choice of rigid and flexible components. These componen
represent a specific part of a connection that, dependent on
type of loading, makes an identified contribution to one or mor
of its structural properties. A typical component model for a RHS
composite joint is illustrated in Fig. 2, the relevant component
being (K5 /K6) end-plate or flange cleat in bending, (K7) beam
flange and web in compression, (K8) beam web in tension, (K10)
bolts in tension, (K11) bolts in shear, (K13) welds, and (K14)
column web/loaded chord in bending. In general, each of the
components is characterized by a nonlinear force-deformatio
curve, although simpler idealizations are possible, whenever on
the resistance or the initial stiffness of the connection is require
Application of the component method to steel connections re
quires the following steps:

1. Selection of the relevant~active! components from a global
list of components~13 different components currently codi-
fied, for example, in Annex J of EC3!;

2. Evaluation of the force-deformation response of each com
ponent; and

3. Assembly of the active components for the evaluation of th
moment-rotation response of the connection, using a repr
sentative mechanical model.

Joints between I-beams and rectangular hollow sections presen
distinct behavior that differentiates them from major axis joint
between I-sections. In fact, the absence of a central stiffening w
means that the loaded chord of the column must resist the tens
and compressive forces arising from the beam flanges in bendin
akin to a plate supported on its vertical sides. This typical beha
ior may in fact also be found in weak-axis joints~Neves 1996!.

The behavior of joints between concrete-filled rectangular ho
low sections and I-beams has been studied by several autho
Matsui ~1986!; Lu et al. ~1993!; Vandegans~1996!; and Lu and
Wardenier~1998!. Vandegans~1996! showed that the deformabil-
ity of the column is due almost exclusively to the deformability o
the loaded chord face, that may thus be considered as a clam
plate at the junction with the chord side walls. Reference shou
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Fig. 1. Typical joint between I-beam and concrete-filled rectangu
hollow section
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Behavior of RHS ÕI-Beam Joints

Characterization of Moment-Rotation Response

Fig. 3 illustrates the typical rotational behavior of the load
chord face: M5the moment transmitted to the column, a
f5the rotation of the joint resulting from the deformation of t
loaded column face. This moment-rotation (M2f) curve may, in
the initial elastic range, be characterized by the initial stiffn
Sj , ini . Because of the large out-of-plan deformationsd of the
loaded chord for higher values of bending moment, often gre
than the chord thicknesstwc , the typical postlimit stiffening be
havior is observed, characteristic of the von Ka´rmán large dis-
placement equations. It is worth noting that neglecting the o
strength of the loaded chord may result in unfores
overstressing of other joint components~bolts or welds, for ex-
ample!, which may fail suddenly because of their brittle behav
~Neves 1996; Silva et al. 2000!.

The load transfer from the beam to the column by the conn
ing elements shown, as an example, as flange cleats in F
could, in the general case, lead to a mechanism involving
upper cleat~tension zone! and the bottom cleat~compression
zone!. If the distanceh in Fig. 4 between these two zones
sufficiently large, these mechanisms will not interact.

For shallow beams whereh is short, there is in fact an inte
action between areas loaded in tension and compression. In
sequence, in these minor-axis or I-beam to a RHS column wit
concrete filling joints, the yielding mechanism involves the t
areas as shown in Gomes~1996!. The analytical solution availabl
from these studies for the plastic forces in the upper and lo

Fig. 3. Geometric characteristics and typical behavior of loaded
in RHS/I-beam joint
n

be made to other studies that have been performed on joints
tween beams and concrete-filled columns that are concerned
circular hollow sections~Shakir-Khalil et al. 1992; Morino et al.
1993; Ricles et al. 1997!.

Application of the component method to RHS joints is still n
possible given that, according to the philosophy of the meth
full characterization of the most relevant component is still u
available: the chord face loaded in bending and shear, denote
(K14) in Fig. 2.

Characterization of the behavior of the joint between a R
and an I-beam requires the identification of its strength, stiffne
and ductility. As far as the strength of the chord face is concern
the solutions proposed~Gomes et al. 1994; Gomes 1996!, in the
context of weak-axis joints for single bolt rows in tension, and t
adaptation of these models to RHS joints~Vandegans 1995! pro-
vide some guidance to the evaluation of strength of RHS join

In terms of stiffness, an analytical model for concrete-fille
RHS composite joints is proposed which was also developed
the context of weak-axis joints~Neves and Gomes 1996! and is
described in detail later in this paper. Finally, besides some
servation of experimental evidence of some ductility, fairly lim
ited guidance exists in this area.
-

Fig. 4. Yielding mechanism

Fig. 2. Component method: Example of spring model for RHS com
posite joints
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Table 1. Nonlinear Numerical Simulations for Local Mechanism

Type of
analysis m a

b

0.08 0.25 0.50 0.75

First order
elastic-
plastic
analysis

50 0.05 B000 B250 B500 B750
0.1 B001 B251 B501 B751
0.2 B002 B252 B502 B752

10 0.05 F000 F250 F500 F750
0.1 F001 F251 F501 F751
0.2 F002 F252 F502 F752

Second order
elastic-
plastic
analysis

50 0.05 C000 C250 C500 G750
0.1 C001 C251 C501 G751
0.2 C002 C252 C502 G752

10 0.05 G000 G250 G500 G750
0.1 G001 G251 G501 G751
0.2 G002 G252 G502 G752
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shear effects become important, reducing the initial stiffness
resulting in possible failure by punching shear. The postlimit s
ness is small because out-of-plan deformations usually re
within small displacement theories~Neves 1996!. For large values
of m ~.40! shear effects are negligible and postlimit stiffness
quite large, making it difficult to clearly identify what is usua
defined as the plastic moment of the joints. Finally, for interm
diate values ofm ~15,m,40!, it is important to account for shea
bending, and membrane effects.

Numerical Study

Introduction
To understand the behavior of these joints, and to propo
model to evaluate their initial, secant, and membrane stiffness
parametric study involving all the parameters described ab
was undertaken~Neves 1996!, covering the following ranges fo
the various parameters: 0.08<b<0.75, 0.05<a<0.2, 10<m<50.
Table 1 shows the full nonlinear numerical simulations perform
and the respective parameters. Table 2 shows additional nu
cal simulations used to obtain further information concerning
tial stiffness, where elastic linear analysis was used.

Finite Element Model
The finite element model adopted for the column web is re
sented in Fig. 5 for the relevant mechanism of the chord f
involving exclusively the tension area. The symmetry of the jo
is accounted for, thus requiring only the modeling of one-qua
of the column. Boundary conditions are: Fixed right edge at
connection with the side walls, that is a valid assumption
in-filled concrete RHS sections~Vandegans 1995!, lower free
edge at a distance equal toL from the symmetry lineB, and the
adequate support conditions for symmetry linesA andB in Fig. 5
~fixed my andFx for line A and fixedmx andFy for line B!.

Thick shell elements were used to model the column web
cause they could cope with the relevant deformations: bend
shear, and membrane. It is noted that for high slenderness o
web ~largem!, shear effects are negligible and thin shell eleme
perform well, whereas for small values of slenderness~m,15!,
second order membrane effects are negligible, and thick
elements give accurate results.

The finite element mesh has eight-noded thick shell elem
in the zone of the plastic mechanism, and four-noded elemen
zones that do not affect the shape of the plastic mechanism, w
the mesh may be less refined, as seen in Fig. 5. Transition
tween these zones of different mesh densities should take
away from the loaded area~in they direction! at least one-half o
the length of the column web in thex direction and may be
achieved using three-noded triangular shell elements.

In the modeled area, successive mesh refinements led t
adoption of 12 elements to model the half of the loaded fac
the x direction, Fig. 5, resulting in a mesh of 186 elements
540 nodes with 3,240 degrees of freedom. Comparison of
plastic load~obtained from a first order plastic analysis for diffe
ent mesh densities! to the theoretical plastic load derived
Gomes~1996! confirms this option.

The material model was based on von Mises yield criter
Strain hardening may be neglected, as it does not affect co
erably theF2d curve. Fig. 6 shows the effect on theF2d curve
of the strain hardening for a slenderness of~i! m550 and ~ii !
m510 ~here the applied forceF is nondimensionalized with re
spect to the plastic loadFpl , and the column face displacemend
with respect toL, defined in Figs. 3 and 4. The correspond
areas shows that there is in fact a drop of resistance. Fu
studies~Neves 1996! focusing on the stiffness have shown th
there is not a drop of stiffness for the tension nor for the co
pression areas. The drop in plastic moment and rotational stiff
observed in this case results mainly in the reduction of the le
arm, h. In practice, joints where such interaction is possible
classified as pinned. Further details on this topic may be foun
Gomes~1996! where the boundaries for the type of behavior o
served are clearly established.

In the present situation of concrete-filled columns, the
filling concrete supports the compression zone, leading to the
of-plan deformation of the column face shown in Fig. 4. T
yielding mechanism involves the tension zone alone, and the
formation of the compression zone may be neglected~Vandegans
1995!, and will not be considered in this paper.

Identification of Relevant Parameters

The development of an analytical model to predict the behavio
a RHS joint requires proper identification of the relevant para
eters affecting the behavior of the loaded chord face.

Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, the following two parameters s
nificantly influence the joint behavior:
1. Dimension of loaded areab3c, whereb andc are the width

and the height of the connecting element.
Here they correspond to the nondimensional parametersb5b/L
anda5c/L and it is noted that both resistance and stiffness
crease with larger loaded areas.
2. Slenderness of the loaded face:m5L/twc , whereL and twc

are the width and wall thickness of the RHS, respectively

This parameter plays a major role in the elastic and postpla
stiffness of this joint component. For smaller values ofm'10–15,

Table 2. Linear Numerical Simulations for Local Mechanism

Type of
analysis m a

b

0.08 0.25 0.50 0.75

First order
elastic

30 0.05 L000 L250 L500 L750
0.1 L001 L251 L501 L751
0.2 L002 L252 L502 L752

20 0.05 M000 M250 M500 M750
0.1 M001 M251 M501 M751
0.2 M002 M252 M502 F752
URNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / APRIL 2003 / 489
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Fig. 5. Finite element meshes for local mechanism in chord fac
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rolled sections and RHS~Ting et al. 1991!, and for RHS filled
with concrete~Vandegans 1996!, numerical models with similar
characteristics to the model developed by the authors are d
scribed. In particular, the mesh geometry, the adoption of thic
shell elements, and neglecting the strain hardening effect are co
mon aspects. In some of the studies, thin shell elements we
used, but the slenderness of the plates justified so. The bet
results achieved with eight-noded elements, compared to fou
noded elements have also been referred. From the above stud
qualitative conclusions in close agreement with the present wo
could be drawn: behavior for large displacements, influence of th
size of the loaded area, and slenderness, among others.

Comparison of the numerical values for Fpl with the corre-
sponding theoretical values. All the plastic force valuesFpl , ob-
tained from first order finite element analysis, were compare
with the corresponding theoretical values established in Gom
et al. ~1994! and Gomes~1996!. Excellent correspondence was
observed~Neves 1996!, with a maximum error for the whole
range of parameters studied,m, b, anda of 65%.

Comparison with experimental results. A considerable number
of minor-axis joints laboratory tests~where as already pointed out
the column web has a similar behavior to the loaded chord fac!
have been performed at the University of Lie`ge ~Gomes et al.
1994; Jaspart et al. 1995!. These included bolted and directly
welded beams to the column web. In these tests, setup allowed
measurement of the deformation of the column web alone, thu
enabling direct comparison with the numerical models, as well a
the present proposals for the stiffness evaluation, and the propo
als for the plastic force or moment~Gomes 1996!. Good agree-
ment was found when comparingM2f numerical and experi-
mental curves, thus validating the numerical model. Fig. 7 show
the comparison of this numerical model with two of the above

Fig. 6. Effect of strain hardening
hardening moduli wereEt50, Et150.003E, andEt250.02E. It
is interesting to observe that for a high slenderness, curves w
and without strain hardening are hard to distinguish. The sa
qualitative results have been published~Korol and Mirza 1982!
for comparable situations of RHS joints.

Load was applied in four nodes of the modeled area, rep
senting one-quarter of the total load due to the symmetry. T
starting load was 30% of the theoretical plastic load, for which n
yielding was observed. After this level, incrementation of loa
was automatic with a maximum step load limited to 30% of th
theoretical plastic load. It was based on the Newton–Raphs
algorithm until the actual stiffness of the structure reaches 50%
the initial stiffness. From this point and until the end of the pro
cess~control of the displacement under the loaded area! incre-
mentation was based in the arc length method. In each load
crement convergence was associated to the following criteria t
were adopted after calibration:~i! Norm of the residual forces less
than 0.1% of the norm of the external forces;~ii ! Norm of the
iterative displacements less than 0.1% of the norm of the to
displacements; and~iii ! Work done by the residual forces on the
current iteration less than 0.1% of the work done by the extern
forces on the first iteration.

Calibration of Finite Element Model
Three types of analysis have been performed~Neves 1996!: elas-
tic, elastic-plastic, and second order elastic-plastic~material and
geometric nonlinearities!, using the finite element package
LUSAS ~1996!. Validation of the described numerical model wa
based upon comparison with three sets of results.

Qualitative comparison with other numerical models. For
minor-axis joints ~Jaspart et al. 1995!, for joints between hot
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represents the contribution of shear effects to the initial stiffne
that play an important role for thick webs as shown in Korol an
Mirza ~1982!. Coefficientsk1 and k2 allow the adjustment of
results from the analytical model to the parametric numeric
study described above, and were found to yield good agreem
for k151.5 andk251.63. Angleu, which controls the strip width,
was established by matching the nondimensional initial stiffne
obtained from the strip model~Fig. 8!,

Si ,a dim5
Si

Etwc
3 /L2 (6)

to the empirical nondimensional initial stiffness obtained from th
finite element analysisSi ,a dim

sim , and is given by

u5tan21FSi ,a dim
sim

16 S ~12b!21
10.4

m2

~k11k2b!

~12b! D2
a

12bG (7)

Again, calibration within the defined range of the parametr
study led to the following approximation foru as a linear function
of b alone:

u535210b (8)

Some Considerations on Postlimit Behavior

Theoretical results to predict second order behavior of strips a
circular plates~Massonet and Save 1972! indicate a parabolic
curve followed by a linear function. This postlimit stiffness in
creases with span-to-thickness ratio~where second order effects
are more important!. However, if these force-displacement (F
2d) curves are nondimensionalized with respect to the plas
force and to the plate’s thickness (F/Fpl2d/t), the linear part of
the postlimit stiffness becomes approximately constant. The
conclusions were found to be valid for the numerical simulatio
described above for the column loaded face, and the displacem
corresponding to the transition between the parabolic curve a
the straight line approximately corresponds to the thickness of
loaded face. It is thus possible to propose a bilinear model for
postlimit stiffness of the loaded column face~Neves 1996!, illus-
trated in Fig. 9, the two straight lines being given by

F

Fpl
5H 0.91~ f 11 f 220.9!S d

t D if
d

t
<1 and

F

Fpl
>1

f 11 f 2S d

t D if
d

t
>1 and

F

Fpl
>1

(9)

f 1 corresponding to the intersection with theF/Fpl axis of the
straight part of theF/Fpl2d/t curve andf 2 being the nondimen-
sional membrane stiffnessSm,a dim , given by

d

Fig. 8. Chord face loaded by rigid areab3c, and equivalent strip of
width l eff
referred tests. Further details of this model may be found
Neves~1996! and Neves and Gomes~1999!.

Analytical Model for Component Column Web
in Bending „K 14…

Initial Stiffness, S j ,ini

The initial ~or elastic! stiffness is the initial slope of theM2f ~or
F2d) curve, Fig. 3. The model derived in Neves~1996! for the
calculation of the initial stiffness is shown in Fig. 8 and consi
of a plate supported at the intersection with the side chord w
~Vandegans 1995! and free in the other borders. This plate has
lengthL ~Figs. 3 and 8! and a widthl eff calculated from

l eff5c1~L2b!tanu (1)

l eff

L
5a1~12b!tanu (2)

The theoretical initial~extensional! stiffness of this strip, comput-
ing both flexural and shear deformations, may be easily expre
by

Si5
2Elefftwc

3

a312~11y!atwc
2 (3)

where

a5
1

2
~L2b! (4)

Introducing Eqs.~2! and ~4! in Eq. ~3!, taking Poisson’s ratio
n50.3, and introducing the two coefficientsk1 and k2 , the fol-
lowing expression is obtained:

Si5
Etwc

3

L2 16
a1~12b!tanu

~12b!3110.4~k12k2b!/m2 (5)

The term

10.4~k12k2b!

m2
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( ~1/EKi !11/Si111/Si2

'

( ~1/EKi !11/Si1

(12)

5the Young modulus;Ki5the relevant stiffness coeffi-
2

lues having been established using a curve-fitting exercise
results of the parametric study, leading to a safe estimate

ostlimit response of the loaded face.

ison with Numerical Results

posal for the initial extensional stiffness of the loaded
face@Eq. ~5!# is compared in Figs. 10~a–c! with the re-
m the numerical simulations, for some of them5L/twc

onsidered.
ch case, initial stiffness is nondimensionalized with re-
Etwc

3 /L2, and different curves correspond to different
fa. A good agreement could be found comparing results

d from the application of Eqs.~5!–~8! to those obtained
merical simulations, with a maximum error in the range
eters studied of 3% and 9%, respectively, on the unsafe

the safe side~Neves 1996!.
shown in Fig. 10 is a previous proposal~Czechowski
87! for the elastic stiffness of a RHS joint, in a similar
. Czechowski et al.’s model largely overestimates elastic
, especially for small values of slenderness,m ~Neves

egans~1996! describes the numerical calculation of the
iffness for a flush end plate joint using the finite element

FINELG~1990!. The loaded face of the in-filled con-
HS is modeled as a clamped plate. This finite element
as previously validated by comparisons with tests. The

t parameters arem533.5,b50.49, anda50.09. The initial
calculated by Vandegans is 55.73106 N/m ~or nondi-

ally 49.9!, and the application of the proposed model
.53106 N/m ~or nondimensionally 44.3!.

tion to RHS Composite Joints

to illustrate the application of the present model to RHS
ite joints, two alternative configurations were selected:~1!
leat and~2! extended end-plate. The geometry for these
s was taken from Vandegans~1995!, together with the

onding experimental test results and is illustrated in Fig.

the component model of Fig. 2, the rotational stiffness of
t,Sj , ini , follows from

Sj ,
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iven in Annex J of Eurocode 3 for componentsK1 , K2 ,
; andSi1 andSi2 are obtained from Eqs.~5! and~8!. It is
at, in the present situation of concrete-filled columns,

he in-filling concrete supports the compression zone, the
i2 is negligible, as shown in Vandegans~1995!. Accord-
e Eurocode notation, the stiffness componentK14 is

K145
Si1

E
(13)
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